
Wikimedia Argentina 
Wiki-Bridges Mooc: Bridges 
between school, digital and 

free culture



Learnings that we 
want to share after 
8th MOOCs Edition



Before thinking 
an specific 
project: it´s 
important to give 
an identity to 
your Education 
Program 



Imagine there is not a local 
experience...What you need to develop 
first? 
✋Promoting a local experiences provides the 
Education Program with a precedent. 

✋Integrating into the curriculum 

✋You can do it by:

- Partnership with an strategic local partner as 
one school, university, NGO or government etc.

- By using communication channels, promote 
an open call for teachers, schools, education 
leaders.



Keyword: partners
- Make sure you read and analyse your context to reach the local 

strategic partners you need, to implement the Education Program. 
- These can be:

- Yes, government
- Yes, school and Universities

- But above all:
- Teachers, students, educational referents, researchers etc.
- Logistic partners: Internet provider partners per example. 



What we need to think 
before designing a MOOC 
for teachers about 
Wikipedia?

👉Why?
👉Where?
👉When?
👉Whom?



Why?
-Reach teachers all over 
the country, to learn how 
to use Wikipedia in their 
classrooms. 
-Train them on how to 
use Wikipedia and  how 
they can design an 
activity using Wikimedia 
Projects in their subjects.
-Think Wikipedia as a 
friend and not as a 
pedagogical enemy.  



Where?: Campus Virtual







When?



Whom?: Virtual tutors



Teasers - What did we learn week by week in the 
MOOC?



Some numbers to 
share: 
*We organized 8 editions in Argentina
*We developed 1 edition in Paraguay during 2018
*More than than 700 teachers were involved in 
Argentina
*More than 1000 articles were created in Argentina 



🙋 What went well, what did 
not. Each WikiBRIDGE MOOC 
we work a lot in developing 
different editing tools for 
teachers.

🙌Identify your challenges: In our experience, we have one main challenge⇒ 
train teachers on how to use Wikipedia as a pedagogical tool. For this, we 
understand from the very beginning, that teachers needs to know how to edit 
Wikipedia to know how to manage the tool with the aim of learning and 
sharing knowledge. 

💪Define your activity in order to 
make it scalable: goals, 
objectives, results expected, 
indicators, etc.

Learnings from 
each 

WikiBridges 
edition



Thank you!
@luli_ferrante

@wikimedia_ar


